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Signs of Great Gratitude
This book is dedicated to the many colleagues, hiring managers,
clients, and of course, job applicants who made my time as a
recruiter one of the fondest chapters of my career story. The time
I spent interviewing applicants like you helped me develop the
central purpose of my own career: I help people, especially
veterans, find success in their careers.
I am forever grateful to the many wise trainers, mentors, leaders,
and applicants who helped me hone my expertise conducting
interviews. My hope is this book enables job applicants
everywhere to benefit from that expertise so they can find
success in their careers.
I’m particularly grateful to my fellow recruiters, including
someone who recruited me early in my career, Jim Kidd. Jim is
awesome at his job. He helped me start my story off on the right
foot. Jim showed great care and a candidate-centric focus.
Recruiters like Jim make the world a better place!
I am also grateful to my high school principal, Elizabeth Panella
who got me hooked on interviewing. She believed students at
Fair Lawn High School should have a voice in the interview
process for her administration. So the first job interviews I
conducted were actually in high school. Mrs. Panella invited me
to sit in on the interview panel to help select a new band director
and also a new vice principal! This taught me the importance of
interviewing early-on in life.
Finally, to readers of this book, whether I interviewed you in my
own office, in Principal Panella’s office, or we’ve never even met,
thank you for entrusting me to help you write the next successful
chapter of your story.
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PREFACE: LET ME TELL YOU A STORY…
Thank you for picking up a copy of this book. By doing so, you’ve
taken an important step to prepare for job interviews. If you’re
like most job applicants I’ve met, you probably don’t like the
interview process at all. You may completely dread it. Relax. I’m
going to demystify and simplify the process for you. You’ll learn
how to easily use your life and work experience to create stories
to speak for yourself in an interview using !@#$%, the Signs of a
Great Interview.
Fundamentally, any employer’s goal during an interview is the
same: identify the best talent for the job. The way you help them
understand that you’re the best candidate is by telling a great
story. You don’t need to be an author, a filmmaker, a poet, or a
master of literary arts to weave a compelling story; you just need
to be you. No matter how you feel about telling stories right
now, this book is for you future storyteller! Your “once upon a
time,” starts now. Using the tools in this book will lead to your
career “happily ever after.”
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At this moment you are deciding whether I’m the right person to
help you with your upcoming job interviews. You’re essentially
asking me the age old interview question, “can you tell me a little
about yourself?” So here’s a little bit about my story. I’m a
recruiter and expert on career transition. More specifically, I’m
an expert in helping job seekers tell their stories on their résumés
and in interviews. I long found that the most compelling
candidates were those with the most interesting stories. Not
only did their stories make them the most memorable candidate,
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but they were able to tell how their experiences made them the
best fit for the job.
I’ve heard lots of inspiring stories from people I hired. Their
stories often made me laugh and got me excited about their
future success. Some applicants told awe-inspiring stories about
how they overcame unsurmountable obstacles that even made
me cry. The emotions we often shared together in the interview
are part of what made recruiting a really awesome job. No matter
what your story is we’re going to work on leaving a positive,
lasting impression in an interview.
Let’s start this story together with a look at some numbers:
100
One hundred stands for the Fortune 100 where I worked as a
recruiter for many years. The Fortune 100 represents some of
the most competitive companies on earth, and some of the
toughest places to get a great job. This includes companies like
Apple, General Electric, Boeing, Johnson & Johnson, Pfizer, Cisco
Systems, Morgan Stanley, and other highly-competitive
employers. My experience here taught me what makes
candidates stand out in a really competitive environment. I’ll
share what I learned with you. And you’ll see how to apply my
insight to get a job in a top-ranked company, the public sector,
or a small business.
5,000
Five thousand is the number of interviews I personally
conducted before I stopped keeping count. (It’s actually
probably closer to 10,000!) I conducted interviews for about
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thirty minutes at a time, eleven (or more) appointments per day,
five days a week, over many years of my life. The candidate
interviews ranged from jobs in front-line service to senior-level
leadership, specialized technical roles, and lots more.
1,000,000
One million! That’s probably about the number of résumés I’ve
reviewed over the years, in-hand and sometimes with the help
of talent acquisition software. It’s a realistic estimate when you
consider that for each Fortune 100 job posting online, it’s not
uncommon to have 100, 200, 300 candidates, or more click
“Apply.” It would be impossible to interview everyone who
applies. So what I learned sorting through my share of the
1,000,000+ résumés is that only the people with the best
résumés stand out and are invited to interview. I also learned
that most candidates have no idea what I’m looking for on a
résumé or how I use that information as a recruiter. So I wrote a
book about it, Signs of a Great Résumé: How to Write a Résumé_
that Speaks for Itself. The book you’re reading here is a followup to Signs of a Great Résumé to help you navigate the interview
process using the same successful approach.
#1

Signs of a Great Résumé went on to become a #1 best-seller. I
never thought that my simple guide to articulating the best parts
of your experience on a résumé would reach so many people. I
am humbled by its success. More than anything, I am proud that
my insight and tips helped so many people get the jobs of their
dreams.
Where did that experience lead me? To our final number…
4

1600
The story of writing Signs of a Great Résumé took me all the way
to 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue – the White House – not once, but
twice! Here’s how that story goes…
As I went on the book tour for the launch of Signs of a Great
Résumé, I’d meet military veterans just about everywhere I went.
They’d often say something like, “Writing résumés is different for
us. People in the private sector don’t seem to understand the
military veteran experience. I’m not sure how to help them
understand it since I’ve been in the military my whole career. It’s
like private sector recruiters don’t speak the same language we
use in the military.” Initially my response was similar to other
civilians. “I’ve never served. So I don’t fully speak the language
either, but thanks for your service!” I continued to receive
questions from vets, who shared they were having a hard time
transitioning into private sector jobs after serving their country.
I knew I had to do something to help.
I attended the Veterans Institute program along with many other
civilians who were passionate about helping vets succeed in
civilian careers. This program changed my life and I’m forever
grateful to the talented team at Disney Institute who brought it
to life. At the program, I learned some facts that backed up what
I had long believed: veterans are some of our best employees in
the civilian workforce, they’re often just not the best-understood
job candidates. That’s because being a job candidate is the one
thing their military training didn’t really prepare them for. That’s
where I knew I could give back. I followed up with a number of
the contacts I met at the Veterans Institute and I began the
journey of a lifetime.
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I was personally invited to a meeting in the Office of First Lady
Michelle Obama as part of what was then a program sponsored
by the First Lady and the Second Lady Dr. Jill Biden to help
veterans get to work. While in D.C. I also met with leaders from
a program in the Office of the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff at the Pentagon. I had a simple question: “How can I help?”
The conversations that sprung forth from the meetings in these
hallowed halls led me on quite an adventure that still continues.
This involves working with veteran service organizations and
nonprofits where I developed a way to translate military career
experience to the civilian workforce.
When I was ready to share this insight, I wrote a follow-up
version of my best-selling book: Signs of a Great Résumé::
Veterans Edition. Part of its launch included a fundraiser which
sent one thousand copies of the book to military bases and
organizations across the country. It went on to help hundreds
of veterans, and I was recognized as a trusted expert on militaryto-civilian résumés. To this day I am engaged as a consultant and
resource for several nonprofit organizations serving the veteran
community. Through those organizations I’ve worked one-onone with over a thousand individual veterans, transitioning
service members and spouses. Each of their stories is amazing!
They inspire me in so many ways. They taught me about the rare
and exceptional qualities veterans bring to the civilian
workforce. Most importantly I learned how to effectively teach
them to tell their stories in ways civilian recruiters can
understand.
I was later invited back to the White House by one of my clients
who was a director on the National Security Council. He invited
me back to 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, this time during a
different presidential administration than my first visit. My
6

advocacy for vets knows no political boundaries and when I was
called to help I proudly returned to DC. While there I delivered a
résumé and interview workshop for members of the White
House Military Office. You’d probably know them as the folks
who do many high-profile things like manage Camp David,
handle the “nuclear football” briefcase, oversee Air Force One,
and even manage the president’s IT support (and yes, his Twitter
account). Being invited to DC during multiple presidential
administrations is an absolute career highlight and humbling
experience.
I mention these moments as matters of fact and certainly imply
no endorsement of any kind by the Department of Defense or
any government entity or person. I have nothing but the utmost
gratitude for the gracious invitations I’ve been extended. These
important interactions have helped propel my advocacy for
veterans in a way that has served our veteran community well.
I’ve now helped thousands of veterans and military spouses all
around to help articulate the most relevant parts of their military
stories in a way that civilian recruiters like me can easily
understand.
Now that you know a bit more about this book and my story, let’s
get back to you.
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SECTION 1
KNOW YOUR !@#$%
In Section 1 of this book, you’ll learn the tools necessary to
answer any interview question. My approach will act like a
roadmap to guide your responses to any question. These tools
will help you quickly get to the point and show why you’re the
best fit for the job.
Together we’ll learn:
Every interview question is a version of one
simple question, “Can you tell me a story about
why you’re a great fit for this job?”
How to form a response that’s a version of one
simple answer, “Yes, I’ve done that successfully.
For example when I…”
How to use an example from your prepared
!@#$% Story Card that best illustrates your past
success.
How to use RATS to make sure your story
articulates results, actions, and task and
situation, including Signs of a Great Interview.
When necessary, use the Perspective Pivot to
steer a poorly phrased question toward a great
story that’s full of !@#$%.
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And finally, make sure your answer passes the
Smart 5th Grader Test. Use simple language,
broadcast good news only, and get to the point
quickly.
In Section 2, we’ll put your !@#$% to work. I’ll share some insight
about questions your likely to hear, and other interview
scenarios that may be on your mind. You’ll also learn how to be
successful before, during, and after an interview. This includes
using the QWERTY Card to help you follow up, continue
improving your interview performance, and get the job!
For now, let’s learn very important tools which will help you
stand out among your competition. I want you to know your
!@#$%, the Signs of a Great Interview.
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1
YOUR STORY BEGINS

Once upon a time … there lived a job applicant who
loved interviews. That’s probably not the way your job search
story begins. Any story that starts like that would have to be a
fairy tale in a land of make believe. In the real world, I don’t know
many people who love job interviews on either side of the desk.
That’s right. Even some hiring managers dislike conducting
interviews as much as candidates dislike being interviewed. So
why do we do it? Simply put, we kinda have to.
Most employers (besides headhunting firms and staffing
agencies) don’t exist just for the pleasure of doing interviews and
hiring people. There’s a business to run beyond the interviews
and people are required to run that business. When an employer
is conducting an interview, it’s because they are at a
disadvantage. The employer is looking for the best solution to a
staffing problem. They have work to be done and they need
13

someone to do it. It could be because someone left the
company. They may need to hire more people to staff-up a
growing operation. No matter what the reason, the employer
needs talent.
I wish there was a magical, more pleasant and efficient way to
assess who should get the job. I’d love to know whose
knowledge, skills, and world view perfectly align with an
available position. But there isn’t. That’s because there simply is
no objective way to answer the subjective question, “who’s the
best candidate for the job?”
Interviews are not the best way to assess whether a candidate is
a great fit for a job. Applicants and hiring managers would be
happier if every employer could test you out on the job for a bit,
and assess whether you’re a great fit by seeing if you get along
with the existing team. In fact in some workplaces it’s possible a
hiring manager would prefer to chat in a more casual setting like
over lunch or coffee … or happy hour! (Pro tip: Don’t drink
alcohol ever when applying for a job.) Unfortunately there’s
seldom time, energy, or money available to make those kinds of
investments in the job search process. So what we’re left to
contend with is the imperfect conventional process of job
posting, application, résumé review, and interviews. It’s kind of
like the “least worse” option – and therefore the way things have
been done for years. The good news is by the time you’re done
reading this book, you’ll feel more ready than ever to face the
interview process. I’ll teach you how to answer questions in a
way that capitalizes on your life and work experience in a way
that leaves a great impression, is responsive, and showcases your
worth. You’ll have great tools that will prepare you to speak for
yourself using the Signs of a Great Interview.
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Let’s get a few housekeeping matters out of the way. I’m going
to call the person applying for the job the “candidate” or
“applicant” even when they may be doing informal interviews
and might not yet have “applied” to the job. I’ll cover more on
“informational interviews” later. More than one applicant may
be referred to as a “talent pool” or “available job seekers,” or
something like that.
A “job posting” is a modern “help wanted” advertisement,
typically found online on an individual employer’s web site, on
job posting boards, or on websites specifically designed to help
people find work and help employers find talent. A job posting
is also sometimes called a vacancy announcement, job listing,
opportunity, and a few other terms I’m sure. This is an
informational tool created by me the recruiter based on what
types of knowledge, skills, and qualifications are necessary for
the ideal candidate to possess. I’ll cover job postings in detail in
the Interview Cheat Sheet chapter.
I’m typically going to call the person conducting your interview
the “recruiter,” just to keep things simple. I recognize you may
be interviewing with an interviewer, a screener, a sourcer, a
headhunter, a talent manager, or someone else whose title is not
“recruiter.” You may also be meeting with more than one person
at a time and I’ll specifically address these “panel interviews”
later-on in this book too.
The “hiring manager” is typically your future boss and is the
“client” of the recruiter. My job as a recruiter is to identify talent
for the hiring manager. Some hiring managers entrust me to
just do the whole hiring process on my own and send them their
new employee. Most hiring managers want me to narrow the
field of applicants and suggest a few top candidates for them to
15

interview. Recruiters typically narrow the field through methods
like using an applicant tracking software to sort and scan
résumés, doing phone screening interviews, or meeting with
candidates one-on-one. When this is the case, a recruiter’s job is
to become the candidate’s “sales agent” and pitch the candidate
effectively to the boss who may then want to meet with or hire
the candidate. At a small business, sometimes the owner is the
recruiter AND the hiring manager.
I’m going to call the place you’re applying “the organization,”
“employer,” or “company,” even though you may be applying to
work with a solo entrepreneur, a government agency, a nonprofit, a learning institution, or some other type of place.
To get started, let’s imagine you’ve been invited to an interview.
That’s wonderful news that means a recruiter has identified you
as a possible solution to their staffing problem. After considering
your résumé, application, referral, and other available data, the
employer wants to learn more. Instead of celebrating though
most applicants get very nervous about an upcoming interview.
An applicant may feel that they will be put under a microscope,
and will be asked tricky question. Even worse some worry an
interview is like a test they might fail, and the questions have
definite right and wrong answers. Most applicants who get
nervous articulate a feeling like the interview and job is theirs to
lose.
I’d like to boost your confidence right away by reminding you
that an interview means the hiring manager believes you are the
solution to her problem. You could save the day by filling an
open position, and applying your expertise. If you look at it that
way, one could argue you have the upper hand in the interview.
What a relief! And, if you approach each question by tying your
16

answer to a story of your past experience, how can your answer
ever be wrong?! I’ll talk more about this perspective and the
technique to master it later in the book. Keep reading! I’m
excited for you.
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2
SIGN LANGUAGE
You may be wondering why there's a cartoon résumé that looks
like he might be cursing on the cover of this book. It’s a nod to
my first book Signs of a Great Résumé which became a best seller
and went on to help thousands of people get the job of their
dreams. A special edition called Signs of a Great Résumé:
Veterans Edition followed and helped veterans, transitioning
service members, reservists, and military spouses do the same.
The cartoon résumé is named “Résy,” and he’s not cursing. He’s
showing job applicants how to use a clever system I created
known as the Signs of a Great Résumé. This system helps
applicants showcase their experience using specific details about
their past success in a way that stands out among competing
applicants. I strongly encourage you to read my first book and
create a résumé using the Signs of a Great Résumé. A polished
résumé along with interview answers that feature past success
in the same way is sure to push you to the top of the recruiter’s
list.
18

The main thing being evaluated by a recruiter in an interview is
your ability to be successful on the job. As the old saying goes,
“the best indicator of future success is past success.” That’s why
the best way to show how you're qualified in your future job is to
tell stories that highlight your past successes. The Signs of a
Great Résumé approach shows you how to fill your résumé with
examples and specific details. The purpose of this book is to
show how to use the same skills in an interview.
19

In essence, an applicant does best when she tells a story that says
“Yes. I’ve successfully done that before, and here’s how …” That
is what we’ll learn to develop together, and what I mean when I
say you’ll be able to tell a story that speaks for itself.
The best way to share the story of your past success with
examples and specific details is to use the Signs of a Great
Interview. The signs are represented by the symbols !@#$%.
Each sign represents the following information and details that
should be included on your résumé and in your interview
answers.

They are:

! Any part of your experience that was “amazing!”
@ Defining points, places, dates and things in your career
# Numbers that quantify and prove your past successes
$ The dollar value of your contributions
% Figures that easily show growth and results
Using the Signs of a Great Interview is important for responding
to any interview question. Later chapters will also show other
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skills like pivoting and story construction which will help you get
the job.
The main reason candidates don’t get a job after an interview is
because they don’t provide specific examples that show why
they’re qualified. Giving generic answers without specific
examples is the biggest mistake you can make in an interview.
Unfortunately most job candidates have been taught to describe
their past work experience like a job description. They just
describe what the basic job duties are and that they performed
them. Simply reciting a job description in an interview creates a
real challenge for recruiters. Because most résumés and
interview answers read and sound exactly the same, recruiters
don’t know who truly deserves the job.
Let’s play a game in order to illustrate the concept. More complex
real world examples will follow, but for now I’ll start with a
hypothetical applicant who has been taught to describe their
experience the wrong way – like a job description. The applicant
is a known historical figure you’ll likely recognize and is definitely
well worth hiring. But you’ll see why a recruiter might not
recognize why the applicant is the best candidate for the job.
BAD ANSWER – Does not use !@#$%, the Signs
of a Great Interview
Q: Can you tell me a little about yourself?
A: Sure. I’m from a small town in the Midwest,
but have moved all around working different
jobs. I’m willing to relocate. I’ve got lots of
experience! I’ve worked in a newspaper, for
21

public transportation … I was an operator, and
now I’m in business. In my last job, I was
responsible for finding new and improved ways
of doing things. I really enjoyed bringing new
ideas to light for my company. I haven’t worked
for anyone else in quite a while so I’m excited
about working for your company. I’m eager to
learn and am self-taught! I didn’t even go to
college!
This person has not given any kind of details, insight or examples
about what makes them a great candidate for a job. Besides
giving a cliché statement that they “enjoyed bringing new ideas
to light,” they’ve also said some things which might be “red
flags” for a recruiter. The fact that they haven’t “worked for
anyone else in quite a while” could be interpreted to mean the
applicant has been unemployed or has not been hired by
employers for some reason. Also although the applicant
bragged that he is “self-taught [and] didn’t even go to college,”
that could be a deal breaker depending on individual job
requirements.
The biggest problem with the applicant’s response is that it lacks
any specific information about what makes the candidate great.
A good answer to the interviewer’s question should be full of
!@#$%, the Signs of a Great Interview. The signs are represented
by the group of symbols !@#$% which appear above the first five
numbers on your computer keyboard. No really! Go look at a
keyboard right now! The signs appear in order above the
numbers 1 through 5! Remember, each represents detailed
information, amazing unique accomplishments, defining points,
places, dates, numbers that quantify and prove past success, the
22

dollar value of your contributions, and figures that show growth
and results.
There are no Signs of a Great Interview in the example answer
above. This candidate will not likely stand out from other
applicants. The answer simply does not tell a story that speaks
for itself.
Now, let’s revise this hypothetical candidate’s response to
include the Signs of a Great Interview. You’ll quickly see why this
candidate’s revised story stands out and speaks for itself. Try to
identify when the signs - !@#$% - are used and see if you can
guess who it is.
GOOD ANSWER – Using Signs of a Great
Interview
Q: Can you tell me a little about yourself?
A: Yes. I hold more than 1,000 patents for my
inventions. I'm a self-made success operating
the world's first industrial research laboratory,
and am known as "The Wizard of Menlo Park,
New Jersey." I invented the phonograph,
motion picture camera, and the first
commercially available lightbulb used in most
households across America.
Leading
organizations like Ford and the United States
Navy have sought my expertise – and I hope to
bring that expertise to your company too.
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This time the mystery applicant added specific details of his past
success. Did you see any of the signs? The answer includes #
(1,000 patents), an ! (the first industrial research laboratory), an
@ (Menlo Park, New Jersey) and more specific details about his
job (inventing the phonograph, motion picture camera, and
lightbulb) that tell a memorable story about why he’s a great fit.
His qualifications for the job are now clear and the interview
story spoke for itself. The applicant’s answer made the recruiter’s
job much easier, and made the applicant stand out from all other
candidates.
Isn’t the second answer which used the Signs of a Great Interview
a more effective way to answer the recruiter’s question? Doesn’t
the inclusion of a few specific facts make the applicant
memorable? Isn’t it clearer that the recruiter should offer the job
to this candidate? Who would you hire?
Just for fun, were you able to figure out who the applicant in our
game is? You’re right! It’s Thomas Edison. Isn’t it surprising how
the first answer, which only described accomplishments
generally like a job description, hid the true genius and
qualifications of one of history’s greatest inventors?
REAL WORLD !@#$%
Of course the above is a hypothetical scenario intended to
familiarize you with the concept of the Signs of a Great Interview.
Now let’s see how this scenario might actually happen in the real
world today. Here’s an example of a real world typical interview
question and answer. In this example the job posting is for a
middle school teaching position.
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BAD ANSWER – Without using Signs of a Great
Interview
Q: Can you tell me a little bit about your past
teaching job?
A: I taught English classes, graded papers,
tracked grades, and prepared students for their
next grade level.
Let me be clear. That is an example of what not to do. And I can
sense it now that many readers may be confused because the
answer sounded perfectly fine to them. That is what a teacher
does! But put yourself in the recruiter’s shoes. Doesn’t the
applicant’s answer just sound like a job description that any
teacher could say? Answers like that make it really hard for a
recruiter to know who should be hired. And great true talent can
be missed.
In order to get the job, you should make the recruiter’s job as
easy as possible. Using the Signs of a Great Interview an
applicant instead should describe past experience with details,
numbers, and figures that show success. It’s the inclusion of
specific, relevant details in interview answers that makes it clear
to the recruiter that the applicant is the only applicant who could
say the same thing and the best choice for the job.
Here’s the same applicant, but in this case the answer uses the
Signs of a Great Interview.
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GOOD ANSWER – Using Signs of a Great
Interview
Q: Can you tell me a little bit about your past
teaching job?
A: Sure! At Memorial Middle School, I taught
four unique courses including advanced
English, Literature, and Composition with
classes up to 24 students. I also reviewed over
200 assignments each week, and designed a
grade tracking system that increased input
efficiency by 50%. My students’ performance
was wonderful as well! I prepared my students
to enter high school with a pass rate of 98%,
which is an increase of 2% over the previous
year. This reduced remedial summer school
costs by nearly $8,000.
Doesn’t that sound better? This answer uses the Signs of a Great
Interview to provide much more detail about the individual
candidate. She showcased improvements in the classroom and
highlighted key skills that make her stand out. The signs used in
the answer include ! accomplishments like designing a new
tracking system and increasing graduation rates. The applicant
showed @ which school she worked successfully as a teacher
already. She also used signs to include # the number of students,
the $ saved, and described some % facts which showed value
and were easy to understand. If you were the recruiter, wouldn’t
you want to hire a candidate that provides this level of detail?
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Here are a few other examples of real world interview questions
and answers which use the old fashioned approach compared to
answers which use the Signs of a Great Interview. In each you’ll
see why specific details make it more likely that the candidate
will get the job. Each example will include a real world question
(indicated by Q:) that might be asked by a recruiter in an
interview. The first response (indicated by A1:) following the
question is an example of a job applicant’s answer without using
the Signs of a Great Interview. These applicants make common
mistakes like describing past job performance like a job
description and using language that doesn’t help the recruiter
select the best-fit candidate. The second response (indicated by
A2:) is a real world example of a job applicant’s answer to the
same interview question. In the second response, the applicant
tells a story by using !@#$% the Signs of a Great Interview to
quantify and explain specific details and examples from their
past success. This approach has been proven to help the
candidate stand out in a job interview and create a story that
speaks for itself.
Q: Can you give me an example of how you
were successful in a leadership role at your last
company?
A1: At my last job, I managed the debt
collection department.
A2: At Jones Credit Company, I led a
department of 12 associates in successful debt
collection for 4 years. Under my leadership, our
annual collections averaged $2 million.
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Q: What are you most proud of in your previous
human resources job?
A1: I’m happy that I got to manage health care
plans for our company employees.
A2: While I managed health care plans for our
80 company employees for the last 3 years, I am
most proud that I was able to reduce absences
10% by conducting a thorough analysis of
available options and predicting employee
needs and trends.
Q: How did you fit into the company as an
information technology employee?
A1: My main IT focus was to support the
accounts receivable team.
A2: As an IT employee, it was my responsibility
to support the accounts receivable team. I did
this by making sure the relational database
program was up to date and fully integrated
into their legacy systems. This also included
management and back-up of over 32 terabytes
of client account data, as well as
implementation of the 2020 critical 256-bit
encryption protocols, and development of
software which improved efficiency of accounts
receivable process by up to 50%.
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Q: What is your experience with supply and
purchasing for a retail chain?
A1: I attended fast fashion trade shows to
source products that would generate sales and
appeal to our customers.
A2: I have been a buyer for fast fashion retailers
across the United States. That role includes
travelling to over 20 industry trade shows and
importer expos. I also work with teams in 4
Pacific manufacturing markets to lower their
production time by 4 weeks each fashion
season. By doing so, my team has been able to
optimize the supply chain to our stores by over
25%, generating $3.9 billion in profit for 2018.
Which applicant had the best answer to each question? Were
you able to identify which of the !@#$% Signs of a Great
Interview were used in each answer in the second answer (A2)?
Go back and try and get practice recognizing what kind of
evidence of past success shows a candidate’s likely future success
in their new jobs.
For now, don’t worry if you feel you don’t have fancy numbers
and performance information ready to go. You do. Everyone has
unique moments in their careers that can shine. It’s just that we
weren’t taught to think of our career performance in this way.
The Signs of a Great Interview are not the “Signs of Great Work
Experience.” You can also highlight examples, expertise, and
experience you gained in school, volunteering in your
community, supporting your family or friends, and much more!
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You can highlight !@#$% you’ve accomplished just about
anywhere, as long as the examples support what makes you a
great fit for a job.
In later chapters we’re going to continue to learn how to use the
work and life experience you already have to tell your own story
in a way that speaks for itself, helps you stand out from all your
competition, and gets you hired! You deserve your own career
“happily ever after.” And the Signs of a Great Interview approach
will make it easy for a recruiter recognize that you are the star
that deserves to hear the magic words, “you’re hired!”

@ - Sign Time
It doesn’t matter @ what place you’re interviewing, you
should always dress up smartly for an interview. Even if you’re
interviewing remotely, be sure to put on your best
professional attire for the interview. You’ll feel great and your
confidence will be boosted too!
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3
THIS IS NOT A TEST!
Many people tell me they hate being interviewed for a job. It can
feel uncomfortable – like you’re being tested. Applicants who I
have personally helped describe the interview process like an
interrogation under a spotlight. Some feel like their very quality
as a person is being judged. I’m here to help you reduce that
anxiety by reframing the entire experience into a more positive
one.
Let’s talk about why an interview is not a test, goes both ways
and best of all, there are no wrong answers! After this chapter
and bit of practice, you’ll to be able to have greater peace of mind
at an interview.
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